Subject: Update on fall Reading Week

Dear Sheridan Students,

We have received a number of questions pertaining to the Reading Week break scheduled for October 23-27, 2017.

This email is being sent to you to confirm that Sheridan commits to honouring the fall Reading Week break of October 23-27. Even if a strike ends quickly, Sheridan will not cancel the fall Reading Week, nor will we call students back into the classroom during this time period.

All classes for full and part time students, apprenticeship programs, and our joint programs with UTM, York and Brock will not run during the Reading Week break that takes place from October 23-27.

As a reminder, there is no fall Reading Week break for our Continuing Education students. All Continuing Education classes that continue to run during the strike will proceed during the week of October 23-27. All deadlines for assignments and evaluations/examinations continue to remain valid.

Continuing Education classes that have been cancelled during the strike include:

- Motion Picture Camera Assistant Workshops 1 and 2 (MEDA70011 and MEDA70012)
- The following Ontario Learn Online Learning modules: Leading Responsibly (Leadership Development Series) (MGMT70031), Legislation in the Workplace (LAWS70007), Coaching and Developing People (BUSM79002), Creative & Critical Thinking (Leadership Development) - Section 1 (MGMT70025), Creative & Critical Thinking (Leadership Development) - Section 2 (MGMT70025), Human Relations (Leadership Development Series) (MGMT70027) and F17 - Science of Popular Diets: Impact of Nutrition on Human Wellness (NUTR7001G).

Thank you for taking the time to read this notice and for keeping yourself informed.